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Novel experimental phenomena of fine-particle fluidized beds
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Abstract

The dynamic response of bed height and concentration waves in liquid–solid fluidized beds to a step change in the fluidization velocity
is considered. We experimentally study the liquid–solid fluidized beds, spherical beadings, with sizes ranging from 230 to 270 mesh and
the inner diameter of columns made from glass is 2.4 mm. Experimental results find that under certain conditions, fine particles with large
Richardson–Zaki exponent n display different dynamic behavior from usual particles with smaller n during expansion and collapse of the
fluidized state.
� 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Fluidized beds are common and important reactors in
process engineering because of the good mass and heat
transfer rate between the fluid and the particles, and
between the particles and the sidewall. It is well known that
there are non-uniform flow structures such as bubbles and
slugs in fluidization [1]. Fluidization quality is closely
related to the intrinsic properties of particles, e.g. particle
density, particle size and size distribution, and also their
surface characteristics. Following the rapidly growing
application of fine-particle in industry, fluidization of fine
particles has become a significant emerging filed [2].

In liquid–solid fluidized systems, when the particles pos-
sess zero net velocity (up = 0), they are dispersed quite uni-
formly. When U exceeds the umin. Various parameters in
the fluidized bed, e.g., voidage af, fluid velocity uf, etc.,
can be determined according to the Richardson–Zaki rela-
tionship U ¼ uTan

f (Richardson and Zaki [3]). Slis et al. [4]
extended the Richardson–Zaki relationship to the condi-
tion up 5 0. They used the relationship to develop a study
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on the unsteady process in the fluidized bed. Slis et al. uti-
lized to calculate the variation of bed height with time dur-
ing the process of expansion or collapse under the smaller
Richardson–Zaki n, and the result is well in agreement with
experiment. Fan et al. [5], Van der Wielen [6] and Foscolo
[7] are all made investigations into unsteady fluidization
within particulate fluidized bed. Jin et al. [8], Jin [9], Liu
and Jin [10] and Jiu and Lin [11] also deduced generalized
Richardson–Zaki relationship and continuous wave equa-
tions from local equilibrium model (LEM). They use the
relationship to develop study on unsteady process in the
bed with arbitrarily changing velocity U(t), and they also
make research on the propagation and interaction of vari-
ous kinds of concentration waves that under the smaller
Richardson–Zaki n. They all use the smaller Richardson–
Zaki n particles and obtain that during the expansion pro-
cess of fluidization there only continuous concentration
waves exist, and during the collapse process only concen-
tration shock waves exist. In this paper, a systematic
experiment is carried out in the process of fine-particle
and large-particle during fluidization. The experimental
results indicate that there exists entirely difference in wave
characteristic and distribution of particle concentration
under certain conditions during the fluidization process
of large Richardson–Zaki n and small Richardson–Zaki n
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Nomenclature

dp particle diameter [m]
h bed height [m]
h0 initial bed height [m]
n Richardson–Zaki exponent
t time [s]
Xs position of shock wave [m]
x height coordinate [m]
U fluidizing velocity [m/s]
U1 fluidizing velocity correspond to short bed

height [m/s]
U2 fluidizing velocity correspond to tall bed height

[m/s]
Uf,cr fluidizing velocity correspond to maximal wave

velocity [m/s]

up particle settling velocity [m/s]
umin minimum fluidizing velocity [m/s]
uT particle settling velocity [m/s]

Greek letters

af voidage (fluid volume fraction)
af1 fluid volume fraction correspond to U1

af2 fluid volume fraction correspond to U2

ap,c packed particle volume fraction
qf fluid density [kg/m3]
qp material density of particle [kg/m3]

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental facility of fine-particle fluid-
ized beds. (1) Nitrogen cylinder, (2) start valve, (3) filter regulator, (4) start
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particles. The experiment shows when using small-particles
(spherical beadings with diameter of 0.15-mm), there exist
concentration shock waves not only during the collapse
process but also expansion process. For example, during
the expansion process, when the concentration of particle
changes from 0.58 to 0.41 there exists a concentration
shock wave moving up from the distributor, and at the
time the shock waves arrive the bed surface the expansion
process is in the end, and with the same concentration of
particle there only exist continuous concentration waves
during the collapse process. However when the concentra-
tion of particle change from 0.37 to 0.17 there exists a series
of continuous concentration waves moving up from the
distributor during the expansion process, and there only
exists a concentration shock wave during the collapse pro-
cess, which are identical to the results of the researchers
before.

For larger particles (small n), shock wave only exists in
the collapse process and during the expansion process only
continuous waves occur, it is a hackneyed phenomenon.
But for smaller particles (with large n), under certain con-
ditions, during collapse process only exist continuous
waves and during expansion process the shock wave
occurs, it is a new phenomenon that beyond the earlier
research works, it is not opened out by the earlier research-
ers. The works on this new phenomenon can help research-
ers study the fluidized beds deeply, and is meaningful for
basic research.
valve, (5) compressed water reservoir, (6) cut-off valve, (7) solenoid valve,
(8) precision flow control valve, (9) non-return valve, (10) cut-off valve,
(11) pressure gauge, (12) flowmeter, (13) fluidized bed, (14) DV/DC, (15)
ruler, (16) air bubble, (17) glass pipe, (18) ruler, (19) tube.

Table 1
Properties of particle, fluid and experiment condition

qp

(kg/m3)
dp

(m)
qf

(kg/m3)
h0

(m)
uT

(m/s)
umin

(m/s)
n apc

2.6E3 1.5E�4 1E3 0.25 2.67E�2 6.3E�5 4 0.6
2. Experimental facility

Fig. 1 is the schematic diagram of the experimental facil-
ity. The fluidization experiments are carried out in a 2.4-
mm inner diameter and 1.2-m high glass column, the fluid-
izing liquid is introduced at the bottom of the column
through a calming section packed with small glass beads
of 0.012-m length and a sieve plate, from which relatively
high resistance to flow to insures the two-phase flow in
the bed to be essentially one-dimensional. In all experi-
ments, cool boiled water was used as the fluidizing liquid,
water from the compressed water reservoir (5) flows down
to fluidize the glass beads in fluidized bed (13), the flow rate
is measured by means of a flow meter or an indirect
method. The bed height and the transient distribution of
the particle concentration are recorded by the digital
camera or digital vidicon. Properties of the experimental
particles and fluid and experiment condition are listed in
Table 1. The beads are sieved carefully between two close
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Fig. 2. Richardson–Zaki ln–ln plot.
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meshes. The particle density qp is determined by measuring
the volume variation when a known mass of particles was
introduced into a known volume of water in a graduated
vessel. To determine the Richardson–Zaki exponent n

and particle terminal velocity, a number of steady-state
experiments were conducted to determine the relationship
between bed height and fluidization velocity. A linear
regression of the log–log plot resulted in a Richardson–
Zaki exponent is 4.00 and particle settling velocity is
0.0267 m/s, with a correlation coefficient of 0.9976 (see
Fig. 2).
Fig. 3. Transient distribution of concentration shock wave in beds during
the collapse and expansion process. (a) Concentration changes from 0.17
to 0.37 and (b) concentration changes from 0.58 to 0.41.
3. Experimental methods

Design of steady small flux liquid feed system is indi-
cated as follows: to meet with the small flux by fine parti-
cles and fine tube fluidization experiment, we set up a set
of small flux liquid feed system, which is proved by
high-pressure nitrogen compressing liquid storage. No.1
in Fig. 1 is nitrogen cylinder with the pressure of 15 ±
0.5 MPa and capacity of 6-m3. High-pressure nitrogen in
cylinder presses the liquid surface of liquid storage through
a series of adjustment and filtration, and the pressure on
the liquid surface can be adjusted according to the experi-
ment. Liquid storage No. 5 is loaded with cool boiled
water, since it can avoid overflow of the bubble in liquid
when to be affected by temperature and pressure change
and do good to experiment result. Liquid from storage in
given pressure flows into fluidized bed through ball valve,
magnetic valve, precise flow control valve, check valve,
pressure meter and flow meter. Fluidization velocity can
be changed by adjusting precise flow control valve and
opening different magnetic valves, and thus, different flow
specified by dynamic course of bed layer can be acquired.
Besides, to eliminate the influence of bubbles attached on
particles, particles need to be soaked in cool boiled water
and stirred continuously, and then be sucked by vacuum
pump after 24 h soak. The bed height was recorded by a
digital vidicon as function of time. A ruler was placed axi-
ally along the column in order to determine the bed height.
This method has an accuracy of approximately ±1-mm.
The solid–liquid interface remained sharp for the step
changes performed throughout all the experimental param-
eters. Since the particle is very fine and the flow needed is
very small, how to truly response to the change of fluidiza-
tion velocity will have great impact on experimental result.
To measure change of velocity correctly, a section of tube
(Fig. 1 (19)) is used to make a connection between the out-
let of fluidized bed and one section of horizontal glass pipe
(Fig. 1 (17)) that has the same diameter with the column of
the bed. Air bubble (Fig. 1 (16)) is injected by a needle tube
from the inlet of the horizontal glass pipe. Therefore, the
movement of the bubble can be recorded by the digital vid-
icon clearly, via appropriate data processing; we can get the
curves which is the reflection of the actual flow velocity
changing process. The results show that the change of flu-
idization velocity is very close to stepwise.
4. Experimental results and discussion

In all experiments, the bed is in stead-state operating
conditions before a stepwise change of fluidization velocity
U was introduced. Under steady-state condition, the voi-
dage for a particulate fluidized bed is uniform throughout
the bed. The bed experience a step increase of fluidization
velocity from U1 to U2 for expansion experiments and a
stepwise decrease from U2 to U1 for collapse experiments
where U2 > U1 always holds up.

The experiment results show that when the particles are
small enough, that is, the Richardson–Zaki n is large
enough, there only exist concentration shock waves (see
Fig. 3a) under some given conditions during the collapse
process, the shock waves arrive the bed surface and at
the time the collapse process is finishes (see Fig. 4a), which
is theoretically and experimentally in agreement with the
results of the researchers before. In addition, another
important result is found by the experiment: when to use
fine particles, it also appears concentration shock waves
during the process of expansion (see Fig. 3b) under certain
conditions, and the waves move upward from the distribu-
tor, the whole expansion process is completed as soon as
the shock waves arrive bed surface (see Fig. 4b).
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Fig. 4. Trace of bed height and concentration shock wave resulting from a sudden increase or decrease of fluidizing velocity.
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